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Compression 1

What is Compression?
Compression is a transformation in representation of data that
decreases the storage size.

It’s a computational trade-o� between time and space.

We spend time (before and after usage) to decrease the storage size.

Why Bother with Compression?
If a network connection (or disk) is the bottleneck, it’s faster to
spend time on either side of the connection
Money!!!
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Lossy Compression (Images, Music, Video)
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Types of Lossless Compression 3

Lossless compression changes the representation without losing any
fundamental information. To do this, we must exploit either:

1 the representation of individual symbols, or

2 the representation of relationships between symbols
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Symbol Representation (ASCII Coding) 4

Traditionally, computers store text using the ASCII standard:

A 0x41 a 0x61

This is already a form of coding! It has
a source alphabet (letters, numbers, etc.)

a target alphabet (binary)
an “encoding” algorithm (read 8 bits and group them together)
a “decoding” algorithm (look up the values in a table)

One of the defining features of ASCII is that it is a fixed-length code.

That is, it takes exactly the same number of bits to represent every
symbol in the source alphabet.

With random data, it isn’t possible to do any better (on average)
. . . but most data isn’t random!
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Symbol Representation (Variable-Length Coding) 5

With random data, it isn’t possible to do any better (on average)
. . . but most data isn’t random!

If we attach a probability model to the symbols, then we can switch to
a more e�ective “variable-length” encoding of the data where more
frequent symbols are shorter!

Variable-length coding makes decoding more di�cult, because we can’t
just assign any set of symbols any more.

We will insist that our set of codes be prefix-free (i.e., none of the codes
is a prefix of another).
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Symbol Representation (Variable-Length, Prefix-Free Coding) 6

Ideally, we want an optimal code, but, first, we find all prefix-free codes.

Enumerating Prefix-Free Codes

1 def binary_strings(length):
2 if length == 0:
3 return [""]
4 prev = binary_strings(length − 1)
5 return [x + "0" for x in prev] + [x + "1" for x in prev]
6
7 def codebooks(codes, length):
8 if length == 0:
9 return [[]]

10 books = []
11 for i in range(len(codes)):
12 books += [codes[i:i+1] + x for x in \
13 codebooks(codes[i+1:], length − 1)]
14 return books
15
16 NUM = 4
17 possible_codes = []
18 for x in range(1, NUM.bit_length() + 1):
19 possible_codes += binary_strings(x)
20 print(x for x in codebooks(possible_codes, NUM) if is_prefix_free(x))
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What does it mean to have an optimal code?
Given a corpus of text, each symbol has a frequency. We can take these
frequencies to be the probability distribution, and decide which code
lengths to use from that information.

1 text = "aaabbcaabcd"
2 freqs = {}
3
4 for symbol in set(text):
5 freqs[symbol] = len([x for x in text if x == symbol])
6
7 print("freqs:", freqs)
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